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The analysis of cryptoasset valuations by business sector 

 

At DigitalX, we recently built a financial model that allows us to view 98% of the total cryptoasset 
universe according to their target business sector.  

Following the aggressive sell-off in cryptoassets over the past six months, nearly all listed cryptoassets 
have fallen by as much as 95% from their January 2018 highs. Bitcoin, the largest cryptoasset, now 
makes up almost 50% of the entire US$210 Billion market capitalisation of the asset class. Ethereum, 
the second largest, also is dominant with 15% of the entire market capitalisation. 

Some of the most interesting data that has come out of our analysis was revealed when viewing the 
universe of cryptoasset projects according to the business sector these projects are seeking to disrupt. 
When we further examine this sector market capitalisation data as a percentage of the global GDP of 
their respective sectors, we can see the enormous investment opportunity that cryptoassets 
present—if they can successfully disrupt their target sector and capture market share from existing 
players through direct competition or business partnerships.  

A summary of this analysis is included in the table below: 

 

SECTOR 

Market Cap of 
Cryptoasset Sector 

($mn) 
2017 Global Revenue 

of Sector ($mn) 
Market Cap / Global 
Sector Revenue (%) 

Social Networks 250 68,000 0.3% 

Music  30 16,000 0.1% 

Alternate Lending  410 500,000 0.08% 

Advertising  300 600,000 0.05% 

Ticketing  12 36,000 0.03% 

Gambling  125 500,000 0.02% 

Web Search 18 97,000 0.02% 

Accounting 50 500,000 0.01% 

Supply 
Chain/Logistics 1,300 14,000,000 0.01% 

Home Rental 5 138,000 0.004% 

Healthcare 145 8,700,000* 0.002% 

Fund/Investments 85 74,000,000 0.0001% 

Insurance  4 4,600,000 0.0001% 
*Healthcare 2020 Global revenue forecast 

Many large corporations across the globe have begun to understand the enormous potential that 
blockchain technology can bring to their operations, and are making significant investments that we 
believe will enable them to achieve significant cost savings and productivity gains.  

One of our key investment goals at DigitalX Funds Management is to identify which cryptoasset 
projects are successfully building working partnerships with these corporations. The effective 
implementation of these blockchain projects should become a key positive driver of cryptoasset prices 
going forward as adoption of token usage moves from investors to actual business daily users.   
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We expect some sectors to lead the adoption of blockchain technology. As we explore these 
investment opportunities, we will share our research and thoughts with you in our monthly 
newsletters.  

The following summary briefly outlines our initial findings on sectors that we believe show promising 
opportunities over the next five years:  

 

Supply Chain / Logistics  

Most supply chain/logistics operators run supply chain management software, yet there is limited 
visibility and details about where products within their supply chain are at any given moment. 
Introducing blockchain technology could allow for the efficient tracking of products in real-time across 
their supply chain. Shipped products can be tracked at every stage, creating an exact record of the 
location, as well as important information such temperature measurements, offering retailers better 
assurance of product safety. This data can be stored on the blockchain, providing logistics users with 
an accurate record of critical information that cannot be manipulated by anyone within the logistics 
chain.  

US retailer Wal-Mart is experimenting with blockchain to address food safety by tracking the location 
of food items, allowing for faster identification of the source of an issue if any product is causing health 
problems to customers. 

There are numerous listed cryptoassets targeting the supply chain/logistics sector, with the largest 
player being VeChain (Code VEN; US$950mn market cap). Several industries, including luxury goods, 
agriculture, logistics, food/drug, and governments are already using VeChain blockchain technology, 
allowing them to track items through a supply chain, ensure the authenticity and quality of goods, as 
well as maintain the quality control of perishable products. 

Another interesting project is Waltonchain (Code WTC; US$180mn market cap), who are building a 
blockchain enabled RFID tag that can be attached to any product within a supply or distribution chain. 
Waltonchain aim to launch their product in 2020 and will embed a blockchain wallet within the RFID 
tag that will allow a product to “pay” for its own distribution and transport costs on its journey from 
the manufacturer to final retail sales point. The following example illustrates the opportunity that 
VeChain and Waltonchain technology present: 

 

Think of a new automobile that has a warranty covering parts and service for 3 years. The 
car will require shipping and incur import charges during its journey from its 
manufacturing plant to its end consumer. These costs can all be paid directly by the inbuilt 
blockchain wallet built into the car (via a Waltonchain RFID tag for example), as well as 
ongoing parts and servicing costs while the car remains under warranty. As we move into 
the 2020’s, smart cars are expected to also be able to autonomously book regular services 
and recharge their electric batteries, paying all their costs through this inbuilt blockchain-
enabled wallet. Finally, the adoption of driverless cars over the next decade will allow your 
car to earn income through offering ride-sharing services via Uber, with customers able to 
directly deposit funds into the car’s wallet.  

 

The supply chain/logistics sector is estimated to have handled US$14 Trillion of goods in 2017. With 
logistics-focused cryptoasset projects having a market capitalisation of only US$1.3 Billion, we expect  
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to see very strong sector growth in the value of these projects as logistics firms begin to widely adopt 
blockchain solutions to improve their service offering.   

 
Healthcare 

Global expenditure on healthcare reached US$7.1 Trillion in 2015. With a rapidly ageing global 
population, particularly in the developing world, healthcare expenditure is expected to accelerate to 
US$8.7 Trillion by 2020. Cutting edge technology is also changing healthcare, with 80% of surgery by 
2025 expected to be undertaken through robotics. This will create a very data-rich environment within 
hospitals and healthcare networks, with blockchain technology offering a potential solution to 
securely store highly personal healthcare records. Additionally, the shift of individual patient files onto 
electronic platforms (such as Australia’s upcoming My Health Record program) will place further 
pressure on the healthcare sector to implement stronger data security measures that can be met with 
blockchain technology. 

The current market capitalisation of healthcare-related cryptoasset projects is a tiny US$145 Million, 
or 0.002% of 2017 global revenues, with the largest player Dentacoin (Code DCN; US$112mn market 
cap) seeking to disrupt the US$400 Billion global dentistry sector. The purpose of the Dentacoin 
project is to encourage uninsured patients in developing markets to attend their local dentist. By 
making small monthly contributions (paid in DCN tokens), patients can receive dental care a regular 
basis. Evidence suggests if patients attend their dentist three times per year, 90% of potential lifetime 
dental costs can be avoided. It was announced in August 2018 that a New York City dentistry group 
(East Tremont Medical Center) will begin accepting Dentacoin.  

Crypto’s healthcare sector valuation has fallen by over 90% from a January high of US$1.9 Billion. 
Other listed healthcare tokens include Medishares (Code MDS; US$30mn market cap) and Medibloc 
(Code MEDX; US$18mn market cap). As one of the largest sectors globally, with accelerating growth 
driven by an ageing population and rising wages in developing markets, the application of blockchain 
technology within the healthcare sector may offer very strong growth for cryptoassets over the next 
decade.  

 
Financial Services / Funds Management 

With US$74 Trillion in global assets under management, we believe the fund management sector 
represents the one of the largest target opportunities that will look to adopt blockchain technology to 
streamline their operations and reduce trading costs.  

On current global financial markets, transactions typically take 3-5 days to settle due to expensive, 
manual procedures used to settle trades. Shifting transactions to a blockchain platform will eventually 
allow instantaneous settlement of transactions, reducing significant settlement and staffing costs. We 
are also beginning to see global equity exchanges embrace blockchain technology, with the Australian 
Stock Exchange expected to roll out their blockchain settlement solution by late 2020 or early 2021. 

We are also seeing fund management groups begin to adopt cryptoassets as a platform to raise capital 
and operate investment funds. Several dedicated cryptoassets managers have launched investment 
products, with the largest listed fund manager on the crypto exchange called Iconomi (Code ICN; 
US$50mn market cap), followed by BNK to the Future (Code BFT; US$30mn market cap).  
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Insurance  

Insurance contracts generally require significant servicing costs over the duration of the contract 
period. If a claim is made against an insurance policy, a lengthy assessment process can result in 
delayed payments to the policy holder, often resulting in substantial additional costs. The insurance 
sector is beginning to adopt smart contracts into insurance policies, shortening the claim period and 
automating payments to policyholders.  

Whilst most of the early smart contracts being developed for the insurance industry are likely to occur 
on the Ethereum blockchain, the largest dedicated insurance cryptoasset project is InsurePal (Code 
IPL; US$4mn market cap), which has fallen 93% from its January 2018 high of US$75 Million. InsurePal 
has built a peer-to-peer insurance platform, enabling customers to earn premiums by insuring other 
people within the InsurePal community. Very few dedicated blockchain projects have targeted the 
insurance sector, however, with US$4.6 Trillion of insurance premiums written in 2017, we expect the 
nascent US$4 Million market capitalisation will likely see lots of new entrants over the next five years. 

 
Gambling  

Global gambling revenue reached over US$500 Billion in 2017 and is expected to grow above US$700 
Billion by 2020. This is principally driven by the opening up of online gambling in the US (new laws 
introduced in 2018) as well as strong demand from developing countries (Asia and Africa). By 
comparison, the total market capitalisation of the gambling projects listed on crypto-exchanges is 
US$120 Million, or 0.02% of current global gambling revenue.  

There are numerous blockchain-based projects specifically targeting the gambling sector. The market 
leader is FunFair (Code FUN) with a market capitalisation of US$90 Million, down 90% from its January 
2018 peak of US$980 Million. FunFair is building an online casino, allowing its customers to make bets 
directly from their crypto-wallet on the platform, removing the risks and costs involved with sending 
payments to third party casino operators. FunFair’s gambling platform and blockchain technology, due 
for launch in Q3 2018, will be available as a “skin” for existing offline gambling operators looking to 
enter the online gambling sector. 

Other listed blockchain competitors include Wagerr (Code WGR; US$20mn market cap) and Dadi 
(Code DADI; US$9mn market cap). If these existing projects can gain market share within the industry, 
we would expect to see many more blockchain-based endeavours in the gambling sector in the coming 
years. 

 
Accounting 

Global revenue associated with accounting services reached US$500 Billion in 2017. With a need for 
strong security of client records, as well as the requirement for secure files to be accessible to multiple 
people across many organisations, we believe blockchain technology holds optimal affinity with the 
accounting services sector. 

In this sector, multiple points of access may be required for auditing firms, regulators, internal 
accounting teams, supply chain partners, global branch offices, and senior management teams to both 
access and input critical information. This data can be securely stored on the blockchain ledger, with 
multiple parties provided with secure passwords to access information and upload additional files. 

The market leader is SophiaTX (Code SPHTX; US$20mn market cap), a blockchain platform and 
marketplace that seeks to integrate business applications and solutions into a collaborative 
environment. As an open source platform, it contains integration APIs to SAP and many other existing  
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enterprise software covering leading ERP, CRM, and SCM systems. SophiaTX has partnered with 
General Electric (who announced plans in Nov. 2017 to use blockchain for all internal financials), Cheng 
& Co. (SE Asia’s leading accountancy services group), Biotron (personal data analytics company), and 
BizCode (consulting and software developer specialising in SAP integration).  

Competitors include PayPie (Code PPP; US$18mn market cap) and Hive Project (Code HVN; US$14mn 
market cap). With a total market capitalisation of US$81 Million for cryptoassets in the accounting 
sector vs. a global accounting sector revenue of US$500 Billion, we expect to see strong growth in the 
capitalisation of cryptoasset accounting projects as more corporate partnerships are established.  

 
Event Ticketing  

We believe that there is a strong user case to employ blockchain for secure event ticketing, with all 
relevant event and allocated ticketing information stored securely. A ticketing group simply needs to 
list a concert/event with a defined number of tickets. Consumers then transfer digital tokens to pay 
for a ticket, with purchase details recorded onto the blockchain. If a customer chooses to re-sell their 
ticket, a buyer can simply scan the relevant blockchain ledger to ensure that the ticket they are looking 
to purchase is valid and easily transferable.  

An added benefit is that customers’ personal bank account and spending details can also safely be 
secured on the blockchain, allowing for the creation of loyalty payment channels for customers who 
attend a predetermined number of events each year. Loyalty payments could be in the form of free 
tokens, which can then be used to purchase additional event tickets, or liquidated for cash on a 
decentralised exchange.  

Global event ticketing revenue reached $US36 Billion in 2017 and is expected to grow by 50% over the 
next five years to US$53 Billion. Currently, only a few blockchain-dedicated projects have been 
launched to disrupt the event ticketing sector, with their combined market valuation a nascent US$17 
Million, equivalent to only 0.05% of 2017 global ticketing revenue. With such a wide divergence and a 
strong user case, we expect the valuation of the ticketing sector to see robust growth.  

The market leader is Blocktix (Code TIX) with US$6 Million valuation, down 95% from $120 Million in 
January 2018. On their website (https://blocktix.io), Blocktix is described as an Ethereum-based secure 
ticketing App that allows users to purchase counterfeit-free tickets to events and also provides the 
ability to sell tickets to other users. Blocktix is planning to launch a mobile App in 2018.  

The first event to offer tickets on the Blocktix platform was for a concert that took place on July 14-
15, 2018 in the Netherlands, when The Neverland Festival ran their ticketing through the Blocktix 
system. Key to their success over the next twelve months will be more entertainment events opting 
to use their platform. 

UEFA (Union of European Football Association) announced on August 16 that they have successfully 
deployed a ticketing system via a mobile App based on blockchain technology. After the new system 
was implemented for 50% of ticket purchases for the 2018 UEFA League final, UEFA plans to further 
develop blockchain ticketing for future events.  

Competitors to Blocktix include Aventus (Code AVT; US$4mn market cap) and Eventchain (Code EVC; 
US$3mn market cap). We may see existing event ticketing providers partner with new entrants or 
launch their own blockchain ticketing services if disruptors like Blocktix are successful in gaining 
market share in this sector. 

 

 

https://blocktix.io/
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The team at DigitalX has begun undertaking detailed research on each of the business sectors that we 
have briefly touched upon in this report. The primary goal of this research is to build a deeper 
understanding of how blockchain technology will disrupt the leading businesses in each sector and 
identify clear winners that are embracing this exciting technology across both equity and 
cryptocurrency asset classes.  

This initial report provides a brief overview of our early findings. As we complete our work on each 
sector, we will provide more detailed analysis and share relevant investment themes and ideas.  

 

Disclaimer & Disclosure  

This publication has been prepared by DigitalX Funds Management Pty. ACN 624482748 (DigitalX). 

DigitalX declares that it may receive remuneration for the compilation and distribution of this research 

report. DigitalX and its associates also declare that they deal in cryptocurrencies (Crypto-assets) as 

part of their business and consequently may have a relevant interest in the Crypto-assets 

recommended herein (if any). This may include providing services to the issuing company, holding a 

position in the Crypto-assets or acting as principal or agent and as such may affect transactions not 

consistent with the recommendation (if any) in this report. DigitalX and its associates therefore may 

benefit from any increase in the price of those Crypto-assets. DigitalX and its associates may earn 

brokerage, fees, commissions, other benefits or advantages as a result of a transaction arising from 

any advice mentioned in publications to clients. DigitalX declares that it may have acted as an 

underwriter, arranger, co-arranger or advisor in transaction relating to the issue of Crypto-assets, and 

will have received a fee for its services, for any company mentioned within this report. Any advice 

contained in this document is unsolicited general information only and should not be considered to 

be financial product advice. You should not act on this advice without first consulting your investment 

advisor in order to ascertain whether the advice (if any) is appropriate, having regard to your 

investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. Nothing in this report shall be 

construed as a solicitation to buy or sell a Crypto-asset, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any 

transaction. Investments into Crypto-assets are high risk in nature as Crypto-assets have shown to be 

highly speculative. DigitalX notes ASIC’s published position that cryptocurrencies are not financial 

products1Crypto-asset related businesses have a number of risk factors which may impact on the 

value of Crypto-assets, including but not limited to: (a) The development of new regulatory 

frameworks involving Crypto-assets around the world; (b) Crypto-assets, like other monetary 

products, are subject to anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism funding legislation. This 

publication is not for public circulation or reproduction whether in whole or in part and is not to be 

disclosed to any person other than the intended recipient, without obtaining the prior written consent 

of DigitalX. DigitalX believes that the information and advice contained herein is correct at the time of 

compilation, however we make no representation or warranty that it is accurate, complete, reliable 

or up to date, nor do we accept any obligation to correct or update the opinions in it. The opinions 

expressed are subject to change without notice. DigitalX, its officers, agents and employees exclude 

all liability whatsoever, in negligence or otherwise, for any loss or damage relating to this document 

to the full extent permitted by law. We cannot guarantee that the integrity of this communication has 

been maintained, is free from errors, virus interception or interference. 1 Senate inquiry into digital 

currency Submission by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission December 2014. 


